THE HOMOGENEOUS HILBERT BOUNDARY PROBLEM
IN A BANACH ALGEBRA. II DRAGISA MITROVIC In an earlier paper [l] we solved the Hilbert boundary problem on the supposition that IndfeO, \)]L ---{logfeC*. A)]K = 0 2m (uniformly with respect to X£A).
In the present paper, which is a continuation of the paper [l], we shall ask for the solution of the problem supposing that Ind[(p(i, X)]l = n uniformly with respect to X£A, where n is a fixed positive integer. This condition implies the multiple-valuedness of the function
This relation follows directly from the hypothesis on the index of (pit, X) on L and the formula (3) of [l] for log[<p(/, x)].
In the present situation, the solution is given by
where P(f) is any polynomial of degree n with coefficients in 030, and
The proo/ is based on the preceding discussion [l] . Without loss of generality we may assume that the origin lies in D+.
In order to obtain the solution, we write the boundary condition (4) of [l] in the form
The logarithm of the function <pi(t, x) =t~n<p(t, x),
is single valued on L since
Hence, utilizing the result obtained for n = 0 in [l], we can write the boundary condition in the form
where F(f, x) is defined by (6). From (7) and (8) However, we choose for P(f) any polynomial of degree n all of whose coefficients are elements of (Bo. We remark at this point that such a polynomial has exactly n zeros in the f-plane (w* zeros in D± respectively).
To justify the selection, it is sufficient to verify that in this case that is, w+ + w~ = w. The proof is established. Now suppose that Ind[<p(/, X)]i= -n. In this case, the function resultant from analytic continuation is holomorphic in the extended f-plane and therefore it is constant £03. This implies a meromorphy of the function </>+(i"). Thus, the problem has no solution if the index of <pit, X) on L is negative. The proof is complete.
